The Top 5 Dirtiest RV Surfaces
Your RV is an extension of your home that grants you the comfort and safety anywhere your heart desires.
When you're on the road, you deserve to ride in style with all the shine you had on the first day you bought
your RV. That's why we've compiled the top 5 dirtiest surfaces that you should look out for and take care of
to polish, maintain, and protect your investment and loved ones...

Exterior Surfaces
1. Exterior RV Fiberglass Surfaces: If there is one thing you
want, it’s to protect that beautiful RV fiberglass exterior finish,
especially when it’s constantly taking the full brunt of the elements.
Our Gel-Gloss RV Super Poly is an advanced formula that
offers a weather-resistant finish. It’s an incredible tool to have
in your arsenal, and with just one application you get a year of
surface protection!
2. Windshield and Glass: Your windshield takes a beating. With all the elements flying by and the many
bugs you’ll pick up along the road, it’s important that you maintain your visibility. Our Gel-Gloss No Streek
Glass Cleaner will remove all the dirt and grime you collect along the way without leaving a streak. It’s the
perfect solution for all glass and mirrors you have throughout your RV.
3. Rubber Tires, Plastic, and Vinyl Dashboards: These problem areas take a lot of sun damage and can
quickly lose their shine. For your tires, door trim, vinyl dashboards, and plastic we have the solution to keep
them from cracking or showing their age. Our Gel-Gloss RV Tire Shine is equipped with key penetrating
agents that rejuvenate these areas, keep them from cracking, and offers essential UV protection.

Interior Surfaces
4. Hardwood and Laminate Floors: Floors take a beating and they deserve a good polish and protection
against the constant foot traffic. Our No Streek Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner will polish, brighten,
and restore the natural shine of your floors without leaving a dulling residue behind. (Specifically designed
for unwaxed polyurethane finished natural wood and laminate
surfaces only.)
5. Brass and Chrome Handles and Knobs: Our hands collect germs and spread them all over handles and knobs
throughout the RV. For instance, think of how you can’t wash
your hands without first touching the faucet handle. It’s a
problem, but we can solve it. Our Faucet Brite
Decorative Fixture Polish is designed to polish, shine, and
seal with a protective coating to resist tarnish and improve
water resistance.
Protect your RV and your loved ones from the ugly build-up of dirt and grime! Click here to learn
more about our products and where you can buy them.
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